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Published four times each year, *World Competition*’s combination of contributions from seasoned professionals and young practitioners at the forefront of competition practice makes every edition a worthwhile resource and invaluable reference.
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- The Use of Settlements in Public Antitrust Enforcement: Objectives and Principles. Wouter P.J. Wils
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- "Publicly Distancing” Oneself from a Cartel. David Bailey
- Competition Law Enforcement and Incentives for Revelation of Private Information. Michael Harker, Morten Hviid

Plus! Concise Authoritative Book Reviews save you time – and money!

World Competition’s well-respected Book Review section covers American and European books on competition law as well as other pertinent business books. Each Book Review is edited by Valentine Korah of University College London and Fordham Law School, with the assistance of US Editor Spencer Weber Waller of Loyola University Chicago School of Law and Economics Editor Doris Hildebrand of European Economic and Marketing Consultants.

About the Editor

World Competition is edited by one of today’s leading competition attorneys, José Rivas. Mr. Rivas is a partner at Bird & Bird at its Brussels office. He has been practicing EC competition law since 1986, representing several complainants and clients under investigations, as well as handling numerous transactions before the EU Commission, national competition authorities, and pleading more than 20 competition cases before the EU courts.
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